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Chapter 240

Haoden Ye didn’t even want to think about it and quickly picked up Sun Qian
to test her pulse, which was already very weak.

Although the toxicity was fierce, it was good that Sun Qian only had a slight
touch of a finger and it wasn’t the worst.

Holding Sun Qian next to the stream of water, he pulled out the silver needles
to give her acupuncture, however Haoden Ye frowned when he was about to
lower the needles.

This poison is not just any poison, it needs to be determined how the poison
walks to decide how to acupuncture, however the poison is not even visible
through her clothes, and diagnosing a pulse is not possible, she needs to be
removed from her clothes and her body carefully examined.

Of course, Haoden Ye wasn’t a pedantic person, so he didn’t hesitate and
quickly took off Sun Qian’s clothes.

Soon, a flawless and beautiful carcass was presented in front of Haoden Ye’s
eyes, voluptuous body, charming and pretty face, all of which are fatal to
men’s temptation.

Rao Haoden Ye’s heart jumped as he feared for her life at this time, and he
hurriedly collected his mind to carefully observe Sun Qian’s body.

The diagnostic process requires an inch of skin to view, as the poison resides
beneath the epidermis and cannot be seen just by looking at the surface, and
in some cases has to be determined by touch.



As the diagnosis proceeded, Haoden Ye’s heartbeat gradually increased, and
it was the first time in his life that he was able to observe a woman’s body up
close and true, and it was a stunning beauty.

When it was finally decided how the needles should be used, Haoden Ye was
already sweating profusely, but the good news was that the needles were very
fast, and the poison was under control in no time.

Haoden Ye whirled around and used a small knife to cut the blood vessels on
Sun Qian’s calves, sucking the poisonous blood inside with his mouth.

In less than five minutes, the whole treatment process was over, and Haoden
Ye rinsed his mouth with water and got up to prepare to dress Sun Qian, and
at this moment, Sun Qian slowly opened her eyes.

The poison was too fast just now, and Haoden Ye’s treatment was timely, so
the damage to her body wasn’t very great.

Sun Qian who opened her eyes found herself naked and Haoden Ye squatting
on her called heels, looking at her with concern.

Sun Qian doesn’t remember much of what happened just now, only that she
touched the flower, and doesn’t remember anything after that, not even that
she was poisoned.

Seeing this, Sun Qian subconsciously used her hands to shield her body and
said in panic, “How… how is it, where are my clothes!”

“Don’t be afraid, you were just poisoned, I’m giving you acupuncture to
detoxify you!”Haoden Ye hurriedly explained, while averting his eyes.

“Do you need to take off your clothes for the antidote?”Sun Qian’s pretty face
flushed, her eyes hooded with a layer of water inside.



“Well, I need to make sure you’re okay before I can acupuncture you, so get
dressed.”Haoden Ye thought of the charming scene just now and gulped down
saliva.

Yet he didn’t he heard the sound of Sun Qian dressing, and Haoden Ye was
wondering when Sun Qian’s petite body suddenly hugged him.

Shaken, Haoden Ye panicked, “Sun Qian… what are you doing!”

Sun Qian’s voice had a few tremors, and her soft voice sounded in Haoden
Ye’s ear, “Haoden Ye, I want to give myself… to you!”

Haoden Ye was shaken all over again and quickly shook his head, “I’m
already married!”

“I don’t care!”Sun Qian bit her lips, flirtatious and enchanting for every man to
see: “You can take me as shameless!Don’t worry, I don’t want you in charge, I
can support myself!”

The beautiful woman’s voice was like a ghostly hook that firmly hooked
Haoden Ye’s soul, causing his body to begin to soften.

“No!”The heart defense was losing its grip, and Haoden Ye bit his tongue hard
to clear his head, his mouth resolute.

“This is so unfair to you, I won’t allow it to be done to you!Sun Qian, you’re a
very good girl, don’t be too impulsive or you’ll ruin yourself!”

“Divorce her and stay with me, okay?”Sun Qian bit her lips and spoke with a
thirsty tone.

And at this time, a figure at the entrance of the cave was about to go inside,
and suddenly stopped when he heard this.



“No!”Haoden Ye’s tone became unpleasant, “How many times have I told you
that I won’t divorce her for anyone, unless she gives me up of her own
accord!”

Sun Qian’s petite body shook violently, holding Haoden Ye’s arm and slowly
releasing it, “I’m sorry I know these are just extravagant hopes, in fact if you
really divorced your wife, I wouldn’t believe you anymore!”

Haoden Ye slowly exhaled a sigh of relief, and couldn’t help but feel sorry for
Sun Qian as well.

“Thank you for understanding,” Haoden Ye said softly, “Hurry up and get
dressed, in case someone comes later!”

At the entrance of the cave, Sun Wei double clutched all over, an angry face
already reddening.

It turns out that Haoden Ye has a wife, his own sister is someone else’s
mistress, and the sister even says she understands Haoden Ye.

“This Haoden Ye, is that how you trample on your sister?”Sun Wei had almost
lost his mind at this point and jerked up his sleeves to go in and settle the
score with Haoden Ye.

Suddenly a woman’s voice behind her said, “Haven’t found it yet?How long
are we going to be here anyway!”It was Min Moon.

Sun Wei suddenly calmed down, knowing that if he rushed in at this time, his
sister’s face would definitely be gone, and the Sun family’s face would be
disgraced in the village.

The fact that your sister is actually a mistress to someone else, such a
reputation is only going to make your parents angry.



Humming inwardly, Sun Wei tried to steady his breathing and coughed,
“Haoden Ye, Haoden Ye?”

In the cave Sun Qian heard the sound and hurriedly put on clothes, Haoden
Ye also sealed the mouth of the herbs by the bag, and saw Sun Qian finishing
up her clothes, which said: “Brother, we are inside!”

Two people came out of the cave, and Haoden Ye noticed that Sun Wei’s
eyes were a little off, but didn’t take it seriously.

“Plant Director Zhang, I’ve finished surveying this place,” on an open space at
the edge of the graveyard, Haoden Ye smiled at Plant Director Zhang, “This
place is suitable for growing an herb called rock flower, which looks a bit
similar to Ganoderma!”

“Rock Flower, it’s worth a fortune, easy to grow!”Factory Manager Zhang was
immediately nervous.

“If the land is fully utilized and the workers are skilled in spending it, the
income should be no less than five million a year!”Haoden Ye extended five
fingers and smiled.

Hearing this, Plant Manager Zhang was overjoyed, and Min Yue’s eyes lit up.

“How about this, I’ll provide the strains and planting methods, Zhang will
contribute the land and workers, and we’ll split it fifty-fifty?”Haoden Ye
immediately proposed his own cooperation plan.

“Fifty-fifty, did I hear that right!”Min Yue’s pretty face plastered up as she
listened and snorted, “The land is also ours, the workers are also from our
village, and you take fifty percent without doing anything?”



Although Plant Manager Zhang felt that the fifty percent that Haoden Ye said
was a little too much, but thinking that he knew nothing about it, it was fine for
Haoden Ye to take away fifty percent.

His own village was already poor, the stone factory a year a thirty-five million
profit is good, and all of a sudden increased income five times, for him already
good.

You know, the five million is the net profit, but the workers’ wages are included
in the cost.

Chapter 241

“Surname Zhang, are you stupid to give away half of your profits for
nothing!”Min Yue’s pretty face was chilly, pointing at Factory Manager Zhang
and yelling at him.

Factory Manager Zhang also didn’t dare to talk back, stifling his voice with a
bitter face.

“Haodene, Factory Director Zhang is your man no matter what, and you talk to
him like that?If it wasn’t for Haoden Ye, you guys would have known this place
was a treasure?Besides, isn’t the cultivation and planting of strains all taught
to you by others, Haoden Ye?”

Sun Wei couldn’t look at it anymore, and his face was filled with rage.

“You’re in charge of our family’s business too?”

Min Yue had a sour look on her face and aimed her spear at Sun Wei, “Is your
old Sun family crazy for being poor?To take such a big advantage, this
blessed land was already ours”



“Someone will still be able to tell without him, and besides, he’s not the only
doctor in the world, so it’s easy to find a culture strain if you have the money!”

Saying that, she looked at Sun Qian and sneered, “Hmph, no wonder, even
though I let your sister look so slutty, she might not be worth the price!”

Upon hearing this, Sun Wei was instantly angry, it was enough to upset him to
have mistakenly thought that Sun Qian was Haoden Ye’s mistress.

Haoden Ye also had anger in his heart, but he could also see that Min Yue
had the intention to anger Sun Wei and make the business deal impossible.

With one hand holding down Sun Wei who was about to get angry and hit
someone, Haoden Ye smiled slightly to Min Yue, “Don’t worry, I won’t take
away half of this profit, all of it will be given to the village committee to be
distributed to the villagers as welfare, and I’ll also set aside a sum of money
for investment.”

At that, he remembered Sun Wei’s words and turned to look at the vast
mountain field.

“I heard Sun Wei say that the county has invested tens of millions of dollars
without making the village improve, then we’ll invest a million a year into it,
and if it doesn’t improve for a year, then ten years, if not ten years, then a
hundred years.”

“As long as we have perseverance, we can change the feng shui pattern here
completely, so that sooner or later this wilderness will become a blessed land!”

Plant Manager Zhang and Sun Wei Sun Qian turned pale at his words.

Haoden Ye wasn’t being greedy, but was really thinking of the village!



With over two million dollars a year, he can say no to the money and give it to
the village and has the foresight to accumulate less to make the village a
wealthy place, can you call him greedy?

For a moment, Plant Manager Zhang looked excited.

This is the village where you grew up, but what did you do when you had
money?

Marrying a concubine, living in luxury, having a little money makes you feel
superior!

However, Min Yue was turning ugly.

Giving your money to the poor?She was heartbroken!

And she feels quite good now, although the village people scolded her for
marrying such an old man as factory director Zhang, but who does not envy
her food and clothing, she is like a princess in the village, every girl envies
her.

And if everyone in the village is rich, who will envy her as a rich man?

If you don’t keep the money for yourself but give it to a poor man, you’re a
fool, right?

“Huh?That’s nice. Who knows if you’re secretly using the money to support
this little slut Sun Qian!Some people talk better than they sing, and behind
their backs their hearts are blacker than anyone else’s!Sun Qian is also lucky,
acting with your black money is much better than sleeping with a director!”Min
Yue scowled at Sun Qian.

Sun Qian’s pretty face flushed and her eyes reddened, she hated when
people said she got to the top based on her beauty, not her acting skills.



Haoden Ye was also angry, he didn’t expect Min Yue to look clear and smart,
but he spoke so sharply and jerked up his sleeves in anger.

“Sister-in-law Zhang, I’ve been patient with you, so don’t push my limits, but
please don’t think that I’m a person without a temper, if I didn’t see that you’re
pregnant, I would have done it by now!”

The four people present were dumbfounded by this statement.

Plant Manager Zhang was startled and whirled around, his eyes wide, but he
didn’t look happy, but rather angry, and said to Min Yue, “Pregnant?You’re
pregnant?”

And Sun Wei and Sun Qian looked at each other, both of them looking
strange.

Min Yue, on the other hand, had a pretty face, and her petite body began to
shiver, her mouth panicked, “He… he’s talking nonsense, how could I be
pregnant!”

Haoden Ye wondered, Factory Director Zhang was an old man, shouldn’t the
old man be happy?Why were you so angry when you heard Min Wol was
pregnant?

“Haoden Ye, explain to me clearly why you said she was pregnant!”Factory
Manager Zhang suddenly pulled Haoden Ye’s hand and looked agitated, “If
we don’t make it clear, we’re not finished today!”

Haoden Ye gave him a fright and quickly pointed at Min Yue, “Her footsteps
are flimsy, her breathing is light and faint, and her eyebrows are glowing,
these are all signs of pregnancy, and if I’m right, the date of conception should
be between the eighth and twelfth of last month!”



“The eighth to the twelfth of last month!”Plant Manager Zhang lowered his
head and thought for a while, then his eyes turned fierce and he threw his
hand and gave Min Yue an ear.

“The date is right, I went to the city with a friend on the sixth of last month and
didn’t come back until the fifteenth, just a few days of work, and you’re
cuckolding me!”

Min Yue’s pretty face was swollen and red from his beating, not daring to let
out a single fart, begging against her head, “Old Zhang you listen to my
explanation, it’s all because of that bastard Xiaofei that bullied me…”

Looking at this scene with bewilderment, Haoden Ye carefully observed Plant
Manager Zhang, and it dawned on him that Plant Manager Zhang should have
had a ligation.

The first time he saw Plant Manager Zhang, he felt that this man was full of
kidney water, and thought that he was in good health, but only after careful
observation did he suddenly realize.

However, soon, an even more explosive scene occurred, and saw Factory
Manager Zhang’s eyes widen even more when he listened to Min Yue’s
words, “The child is that bastard boy Xiaofei’s?You bitch, he’s only fifteen, how
can you be with him…”

This tone of cursing, this Dash is undoubtedly the son of Factory Manager
Zhang.

Seeing this scene, Haoden Ye didn’t know what to say.

Factory Manager Zhang gasped for breath, grabbed Min Yue by the hair and
said to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, the business is settled, I’ll go back to take care of
some family business first!”



After saying that he suddenly thought of something and looked embarrassed,
“I hope the three of you won’t tell anyone about today’s matter…”

Haoden Ye quickly nodded, and Sun Qian and Sun Wei were not good people
either.

Only then did Plant Manager Zhang leave with a frightened as quail Min Yue,
and when they were far away, Sun Wei slapped his thighs and said, “Powerful,
really powerful!Little Fei, this punk looks like a bore, but I never thought he’d
be a good guy!”

Sun Qian blushed pretty red and stared hard at Sun Wei, her face disgusted,
but she didn’t say anything.

“Ahem, let’s go too, I need to go back and process the herbs and cultivate a
few strains out!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

When the people returned home, Father and Mother Sun had returned.

Chapter 242

When asked about the situation up the mountain, Sun Wei and Sun Qian look
very strange, they did keep their word, Zhang factory director’s matter he
mother well not even his own parents.

Haoden Ye briefly explained the situation, and the grandparents were very
happy to hear it, especially when they heard that Haoden Ye wanted to take
his part of the profits to distribute to the village people, the old couple praised
Haoden Ye, and only felt that their daughter was really not a loss if she
married Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye gets up to cook, but Sun’s father and grandmother disagree,
insisting that Sun Wei borrow the motorcycle next door to go to the county to
buy some wine and vegetables back.



The wine had only been bought, and the crowd went to the table and ate very
happily.

Just when everyone was enjoying themselves, Sun Wei suddenly said,
“Haoden Ye, I want to discuss something with you, the fifty percent of the
profit you asked for from Factory Director Zhang, I want to give ten percent to
my sister!”

A statement that made everyone’s face pop.

Father Sun looked at his son twice and said with a straight face, “Little Wei,
what are you saying, but this money was taken by people Haoden Ye by skill,
and it’s still going to be distributed to the folks, how can you take money from
them!”

Sun Qian was also confused, and thought she was worried that Haoden Ye
would abandon her in the future, and hurriedly said, “Yes brother, don’t think
too much, Haoden Ye is not someone who likes the new and hates the old!”

Haoden Ye’s heart was also wondering, it was reasonable to say that Sun Wei
wasn’t a greedy person, so why would he say such things.

Yet Sun Wei was still very insistent, “You and my sister are family now, it’s
okay to take out 10%, if you agree we’ll drink this cup, if you don’t agree, then
you and my sister will separate!”

Upon hearing this, Sun’s father immediately turned red with anger, and Sun’s
mother also looked at her son with an embarrassed face, “Little Wei, are you
lost?How can you say such things!”

Sun Qian was also unsure, and said with a pretty face, “Brother, how can you
say that, I don’t want Haoden Ye’s money.”



“Shut up, all of you!Listen to what Haoden Ye says, this is something I insist
on!”

Sun Wei’s face never looked harsher than it did before and glared at the girl, “I
paid for your schooling all these years, can I still ask for this?I don’t want any
of this money from your brother!”

The Sun family was all confused by Sun Wei’s sudden antics, and Haoden Ye
was surprised, but on second thought, maybe Sun Wei was loving his sister.

It is true that Sun Wei has gone too far in this matter, but one’s feelings cannot
be measured by morality, and Sun Wei loves his sister, so it is reasonable to
give her a guarantee later.

“Oh, how about 10% for one, and I’ll give another 10% to uncle uncle and big
brother Sun?”Haoden Ye was very generous.

Sunparents were relieved to see that he wasn’t angry and were embarrassed
by his generosity.

“Our Sun family doesn’t want your money!”Unexpectedly Sun Wei had a
displeased look on his face when he heard this, as if he was very disgusted
with Haoden Ye for giving him money: “You just have to treat my sister well!”

Haoden Ye began to wonder, what the hell was wrong with Sun Wei?

“I don’t want his money either!”Sun Qian’s pretty face also plastered up,
putting down the chopsticks and looking angrily at her brother, “Brother, I
know you’re good for me, but I can’t take the money Haoden Ye gave the
village people!”

“You’re not married yet, and I’m your brother, so you have to do what I
say!”Sun Wei’s face was also unusually resolute: “You’ve been a smartass
since you were little, you always think you’re right about everything, brother



was unwilling to argue with you before, but now this matter must be listened
to!”

Sun Qian was dumbfounded by her brother’s words, but since she was a
child, her brother had never been so fierce.

“You guys can eat, I’m not eating!I don’t want this money, if you insist that I
take this money, I’ll break up with Haoden Ye!”Sun Qian stood up at once,
leaving tears in her eyes and walked out.

Sun Wei saw that his sister did not want this 10% of the profits whether dead
or alive, and became anxious, and quickly stood up and chased after her,
saying, “You come back here!”

Haoden Ye originally wanted to chase after him, but then thought about it
carefully, people brother and sister quarrel, I’m afraid that their participation in
it will complicate things, while the two old people of the Sun family are
embarrassed, are embarrassed to face Haoden Ye.

Sun Qian ran and cried all the way, not knowing when she reached a well at
the edge of the village.

When she was little, my brother used to bring himself over to play, and one
time she fell in by accident, and he jumped in without even thinking about it,
risking his life to save her, and he almost didn’t come up after he came up.

Sun Wei easily caught up with his sister, saw her standing by the well and was
shocked, quickly ran over and pulled Sun Qian’s arm, “You’re crazy, you don’t
have to be so thoughtless to be angry with me!”

Seeing the concern inside her brother’s eyes, Sun Qian’s heart warmed and
bit her lips, “Who told you to say those words, you’re making people look
down on me like this you know, Haoden Ye?”



Sun Wei heard the fire came up, originally did not want to say this matter, now
angry, finally could not help but say: “Knowing the shame, and you are still
people as a third child?”

Sun Qian was startled, her pretty face reddened with anger, “What did you
say, when did I become a mistress for someone!”

Seeing that she was still sophomoric, Sun Wei’s fire also came up again,
clenching his fist.

“You still have to lie to us, I heard everything you said in the cave, he Haoden
Ye has a wife and wants you to be with her, what do you want Mom and Dad
to think when they find out?If it wasn’t for your pride, I would have beaten
him!”

“Caverns?”Sun Qian remembered the morning’s events and her pretty face
was on fire, finally understanding what her brother meant.

He thought he was a mistress for Haoden Ye, so he asked for a guarantee for
himself, and her eyes gradually moistened as she thought of this.

“You misunderstood, I’m not Haoden Ye’s mistress, he doesn’t want me at all,
in fact, he’s only pretending to be my boyfriend this time when he came to my
house!”

Sun Wei was dumbfounded and stared at the girl, “You said you and Haoden
Ye aren’t boyfriend and girlfriend at all?What the hell is going on here!”

Heart helpless, Sun Qian had to say everything, Sun Wei just suddenly
realized, remembering all these days, finally understand that he is
misunderstanding or not.



But soon he thought of a serious problem: “You’re not boyfriend and girlfriend
with him, and you’re sleeping in the same room with him?Isn’t this kid taking
advantage of you for nothing?”

“You…what are you talking about, he hasn’t even touched me!”Sun Qian’s
cheeks were hot and shy.

This kind of words men basically do not believe, Sun Wei suspiciously looked
at his sister, look at Sun Qian face twisted up, stared at his brother: “your
sister temper you do not know it?If I gave him an advantage, would I not want
the ten percent of the profit?”

Hearing her say so, Sun Wei just put his mind at ease, but can’t help but
admire the behavior of such a gentleman.

Chapter 243
“Hey!What happened today is all my brother’s fault!”Thinking that such a good
brother-in-law was a fake, Sun Wei’s heart was odd, but he couldn’t bear to be
angry at his sister, so he could only hold his anger back, “I’ll apologize to
Haoden Ye later, and I don’t want the money.”

Sun Qian was relieved to see that her brother didn’t misunderstand, yet she
couldn’t help but feel a surge of loss.

The family misunderstanding made her feel like there wasn’t that much of a
barrier between her and Haoden Ye, sort of a self-deception, yet with that
relationship gone, she had nothing to do with Haoden Ye.

After wiping their tears, the two men returned home.

“Haoden Ye, I’m sorry for just now, I… Hey, it’s all because I was in a hurry,
I’m afraid you won’t treat my sister well in the future!”Sun Wei apologized with
a sullen face.



“This child of yours is also really, how good a person Haoden Ye is, you are so
wronged, to say that your brain is not even comparable to your sister!”Father
Sun immediately began to lecture.

“Uncle don’t say that, Brother Sun is also thinking of Xiao Qian!”Haoden Ye
saw his look and already guessed that Sun Qian had told him the truth, but he
was embarrassed to get up, he felt bad for lying to others like this.

“I’ll go down and see!”Sun Wei didn’t seem to want to stay with the crowd, so
he turned around and went out, picking up his hoe.

“This boy…” father Sun kept shaking his head and sighing when he saw his
son’s face.

Everyone continued to eat and clean up the table, Haoden Ye proposed to
cultivate some strains in the courtyard, along the way to teach the
grandparents how to cultivate strains, and in the afternoon, he signed a
contract with factory director Zhang to let them teach the villagers how to
cultivate strains.

The old couple found the materials, so Haoden Ye cut off a small piece from
the top of that rock flower and taught it carefully.

Rock Flower was poisonous before special treatment, not very toxic but
enough to cause a person to go into temporary shock, so Haoden Ye needed
to teach a lot of things.

It’s a good thing that the old couple have served the bankers all their lives and
are quick to learn about these.

After planting a few strains, Haoden Ye offered to go to Plant Manager
Zhang’s house with Sun Qian.



“Did you tell your brother about us?”On the way, Haoden Ye was confused to
Sun Qian.

“Well, my brother is not happy, I’m so sorry for putting you through all this
today!”Sun Qian nodded to Haoden Ye with an apologetic face.

“It’s nothing!In fact, I’ve already planned to give your family 10% of the profits,
and if our farm dries up in the future, I’ll need someone to look after my half of
the profits with me!”Haoden Ye voiced his thoughts.

“Huh?Are you going to ask my parents to look after the farm for you?”Sun
Qian revealed a few looks of surprise at this.

Nodding lightly, Haoden Ye said, “Although I trust Factory Director Zhang, but
people have selfishness, it’s better to arrange a few talents of my own,
besides, isn’t your brother now without a job, just let him help me!”

“Haoden Ye, thank you!”Sun Qian revealed a touched look.

Soon, the two men arrived at Factory Manager Zhang’s door.

The factory manager’s house is in the center of the village, a very chic
two-story villa, and as soon as the two arrived at the door, they heard a
scream inside, accompanied by a teenager shouting, “She and I are true love,
you don’t move at all, and age can’t stop us!”

Both of them were jumping at the sound of the voice, it couldn’t be the son of
Factory Manager Zhang.

Haoden Ye rang the doorbell, and soon a middle-aged woman ran over and
opened the door.

“Looking for someone!”The middle-aged woman had a dark face and looked
very impatient.



“I’m Haoden Ye, here to talk business with Factory Manager Zhang!”Haoden
Ye hurriedly said.

Upon hearing that he was Haoden Ye, the woman’s attitude made a 180
degree turn and hurriedly said, “You are Mr. Ye, please follow me in!”

Following the woman into the courtyard, she saw a man tied to a tree in the
middle of the courtyard, fat and bare-backed.

Zhang director of the panting with a cork to pump this man’s back, he pumped
very hard, but the wood hit the body of the teenager did not even a red mark,
obviously not painful, but the teenager screamed very miserable.

Min Yue sat on the ground next to him with a pale face, as if he were a living
dead man.

“OK!We have a guest, we’ll take care of him later!”The woman pulled at
Factory Zhang.

“Talk, talk what talk, I’m not going to, I’m going to kill this little beast
today!”Factory Manager Zhang was still lifelessly pumping.

“It’s all this little bitch’s fault, it’s none of my son’s business, it’s okay to teach
him a lesson, you’re still addicted aren’t you!”The woman snatched up the
whip and smacked it furiously on Factory Manager Zhang.

Haoden Ye sounded surprised, this woman was dressed as an ordinary
peasant woman, she looked like a nanny in the house of Plant Manager
Zhang, unexpectedly she was Zhang Xiaofei’s mother.

Plant Manager Zhang gasped, only then did he see Haoden Ye and Sun Qian,
his face looking not to mention how awkward.



The scandal of the family was clear to these two men, and it made him feel
ashamed to see his family.

“I’ll take care of you later!”Factory Manager Zhang scolded his son severely
before squeezing out a smile at Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye please follow me in!”

Also not daring to look, Haoden Ye stepped inside, and at this time Zhang
Xiaofei’s mom also took a cork stick to smoke up her son, her mouth cursing
some countryside swear words.

The inside was even lavishly decorated, giving Haoden Ye a feeling of
brightness after being used to the poverty of the village.

The three of them sat down separately, and Haoden Ye told them about his
plan.

The first thing is to find the village people to learn the rock flower planting
techniques, in fact, is not very difficult, let the Sun family two old man a little
training on the line, mainly safety to pay more attention to.

Secondly, once the official start of planting, personnel arrangements, this
Haoden Ye put forward is their own side of the Sun family two elderly and Sun
Wei responsible for, Zhang factory director side of their own choice.

Finally, there was the issue of income distribution, and Haoden Ye offered to
give Sun Qian 10% of his profits.

Zhang factory director listened absent-mindedly, embarrassed and didn’t dare
to look at Haoden Ye, waiting for him to finish before he had the strength to
say: “Okay, just follow your arrangement, I don’t have anyone on my side, let
the Sun family old man to engage, you remember to split the money on my
line!”



At this point, he suddenly remembered something and quickly added, “Sun
Qian’s achievement will come from me!”

Haoden Ye and Sun Qian were both surprised to hear that, why would Factory
Director Zhang, such a smart businessman, take the initiative to make such a
request?

And he doesn’t seem to care about the herb base at all anymore, being a
complete hands-off.

Seemingly seeing Haoden Ye’s confusion, Factory Director Zhang sighed and
declined, “As you can see, I’m really discouraged after such a mess at home,
and I can also see”

Factory Manager Zhang looked at Haoden Ye and sighed.

“Mr. Ye really wants to do something for our village, and after going through
this kind of thing, I’ve seen through it, and more money is not necessarily a
good thing, so don’t worry, I’ll do my best to handle the medicinal herb base.”

Chapter 244
After hearing his words, Haoden Ye sighed in his heart and thought to himself
that if he were in his place, he would probably be disheartened by this.

Suddenly, he thought of Min Yue and felt compassion for her, even though the
woman was not a good person, he was still worried that Min Yue would be
hurt too much because of him.

“This… there’s something I don’t know whether I should say or not… although
Min Yue is sorry to you, but she’s a woman in the end… Plant Manager Zhang
is still thinking that she has conjugal love with you, so let’s net it out!”



Haoden Ye coughed, and even though he knew it wasn’t right, he couldn’t
help but plead for mercy.

As soon as he said this, Sun Qian’s pretty face tensed up first.

Min Yue had put Plant Manager Zhang in such a bad situation, and Haoden
Ye was pleading for her, could Plant Manager Zhang not be angry?

Besides, had Haoden Ye forgotten how Min Yue had treated them?

Plant Manager Zhang looked really excited and his face looked at Haoden Ye
furiously, however, his mouth just moved and he smiled bitterly, shaking his
head.

“Hey!Mr. Ye means I understand, when she gives birth to the child, I’ll just give
her a sum of money to let her leave our village!”

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye could only nod his head.

The two of them drew up a contract to sign, and only then did Haoden Ye
return to the Sun family with a copy of the contract in his pocket.

With the matter here settled, Haoden Ye said goodbye to Sun’s father and
grandmother, and for three days, he wondered if Maya Shen at home was
worried.

Sun’s parents were naturally reluctant to leave, but they knew that Haoden Ye
must also be busy with something, and packed some countryside things for
Haoden Ye to take with him.

Sun Wei borrowed a tricycle and sent the two men away, and when he just
arrived at the village entrance, he noticed that there were many people
standing at the entrance.



It was only when I got closer that I realized that it was some villagers who had
rushed here on the news, many of whom were still employees of the stone
factory.

“Mr. Ye, it’s us who misunderstood you, you are truly a man of great ability!”

“Mr. Ye has done good things for our village, he’s a great benefactor for our
village!”

“Mr. Ye like this is the good man, we in the village are grateful to you!”

When the village gate saw Haoden Ye coming over, they all carried
something, but it was some cheap produce, but it represented a piece of
gratitude from these people.

The villagers also showed gratitude to Sun Qian, and some couldn’t help but
compare her to Xu Guiya Min Yue.

Also married to a rich man, what about their boyfriends when others Sun
Qian’s boyfriend is thinking about doing good for the village?

After collecting the folks’ things, the car started to get crowded, and the two
people easily got next to each other inside the county, and Haoden Ye
immediately hailed a car.

He didn’t go home directly but went to the clinic first, and since the herbs had
arrived, Haoden Ye wanted to make the pills for Lin Qi first.

“How did the boss bring back so much stuff!”At the entrance of the herbal
store, Haoden Ye unloaded all the big and small bags, Lin Xiang was very
surprised to see that these things looked like agricultural by-products and
were not worth much, so why did Haoden Ye bring them back.



Haoden Ye didn’t explain and asked Lin cheerfully to help move the things
in.Sun Qian has

Poor Miss Lin has never done any rough work in her life, to Haoden Ye to
serve tea and pour water not to say, today also did hard labor, I wonder if her
fans know, it will be like to kill Haoden Ye.

“Well, everything has been put away, isn’t it time for Miss Sun to go back to
your set!”When things were finished packing, Lin Xiang accompanied his little
face to Sun Qian.

Seeing that she looked like she was not happy to see Haoden Ye and herself
together, preferring to put on a look like she didn’t care, Sun Qian’s heart was
just funny, deliberately whining, “Aigoo, your boss didn’t even chase me away,
what are you clerks so anxious about, I’m not going to eat your boss!”

“Huh?You think I don’t know what you’re thinking?Seeing that people are rich
and talented, you want to climb up to Haoden Ye, right?”

Lin Xiang laughed coldly in his heart and said in a nonchalant manner on his
face, “We’re a pharmacy here, not a place for filming, isn’t Miss Sun coming
here so often without fear of the boss’s wife being upset?”

The words poked Sun Qian’s gut, and her pretty face sank.

Haoden Ye saw the two beauties pinching up, his heart also smiled bitterly,
and quickly glared at Lin Xiang: “Miss Sun is my friend, she came to see me
naturally, you don’t talk nonsense!”He said to Sun Qian, “Please don’t mind,
little cheerful person doesn’t mean any harm.”

“I’m not mad at her!”Sun Qian sighed quietly and managed to smile at Haoden
Ye, “It’s getting late, so I won’t delay you!”I said and turned around and left the
pharmacy.



Haoden Ye sighed in his heart, and when he turned his head, he saw Lin
Xiang’s eyes looking at him unhappily, sensing Haoden Ye’s gaze, Lin Xiang
immediately looked away and raised his head proudly.

“What are you angry about, you’re obviously wrong in the first place!”Haoden
Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, Lin Xiang’s temper is getting bigger every day.

“Little cheerful, are you having a prejudice against Miss Sun!”Haoden Ye
decided it was better to talk openly and honestly.

“What prejudice I have against her is that I’m not used to you, a married man,
hooking up with her all day!”Lin Yao replied indifferently.

“Actually, you misunderstood, Miss Sun and I are just friends!This trip with her
to the countryside is also a search for herbs to cure you!”Haoden Ye wasn’t a
good liar, so his face was still red when he said this.

Only those who didn’t know him didn’t know he had this problem, and Lin
Xiang listened to the slight movement in his appearance, but didn’t speak.

“We found the herbs so easily, but they were poisonous, and Miss Sun risked
her life to pick them for you and almost lost her life because of it!”Haoden Ye
exaggerated the truth.

Lin Xiang had a slight look of surprise on her face, she didn’t doubt the truth of
Haoden Ye’s words because she didn’t feel that Haoden Ye needed to lie to
her.

“You say she was poisoned in order to pick medicine for me?”Lin cheerfully
sounded surprised.

“Well!I just told her that this medicine is for you to heal, and she didn’t hesitate
to pick it, but she’s actually not a bad person!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.



Lin Xiang’s eyes flashed with emotion and he lowered his head to reveal a
pensive look.

Haoden Ye was relieved to see that she believed his words, he was afraid that
he was not good at lying and that Lin Xiang would see it.

He was actually really bad at talking, but Lin Yao had long thought of him as
an honest man and didn’t suspect him at all.

Sometimes a person’s first impression was very important, and Haoden Ye
had always been honest, so when he lied, it was easier for people to believe
him.

After inquiring about the pharmacy, Haoden Ye went to refine the pills.

It wasn’t until the evening that Haoden Ye came out of the alchemy room, and
he was already sweating profusely.

Seeing Haoden Ye working so hard, Lin Xiang felt slightly apologetic in his
heart, “Good job boss!”

Chapter 245
“It’s nothing, as long as you’re well, it doesn’t matter if you work harder!”

Haoden Ye smiled gently, then handed the pills to Lin Yao.

“You can take just a little powder at a time in small amounts, try it for a while, it
would have been your third phase of the drug, I feel your constitution should
be able to withstand the effects, but I wouldn’t dare let you take more than
that.”



Receiving the pills, Lin Xiang carefully examined the black ball at this moment
and wondered.

What age is this, can’t we just use plant extraction techniques?Who still uses
the alchemy method?

“It looks awful!”Lin Xiang trailed off.

Haoden Ye was amused, she seemed to be getting more and more talkative
after being here for a few days.

“This kind of pill is originally and highly toxic, of course it looks awful, just one
pill that can be prepared to poison thousands of people!”Haoden Ye was busy.

“Ah!”Lin Xiang covered her mouth and looked at Haoden Ye in stunned
silence.

“It’s a medicine, ordinary people think it’s good for their health, but they’re
actually taking poison too!”

Haoden Ye smiled slightly and said, “You don’t have to be afraid, your
physique wouldn’t have lived long if you couldn’t be cured, but if you are
cured, you are very resistant to poisons, and what is poison to others may be
a tonic to you!”

After hearing his words, Lin Xiang looked surprised once again, but the
master had not told her about this.

Suddenly, she thought of something and lowered her head, “This poison must
be very dangerous to refine!”

Refining this pill was indeed equivalent to chronic poisoning, but Haoden Ye
now only had less than three years of life left at full strength, so of course he
didn’t care.



If he had accumulated enough merit by then to trade back his previous
lifespan, he could have used the bubbles to heal himself.

“It’s okay, it’s one of my virtues that you got well sooner, well, it’s getting late, I
should get back!”Haoden Ye smiled slightly.

Saying goodbye to Lin cheerful, Haoden Ye left the pharmacy and returned
home.

“Haoden Ye!Where have you been the last two days, why can’t you be
reached!”Seeing Haoden Ye, Robert Shen immediately turned cold: “Is it that
you don’t think this family can tolerate you anymore?”

“Young people naturally have their business, do I have to tell you where to
go?”Milda Hao stared at her husband at the news, concerned about Haoden
Ye, “Where have you been for the past two days, the family is worried to
death, why is your phone off?”

Haoden Ye’s phone is a new one, the data cable jack is a flared one,
forgetting to bring a charger when leaving, and the countryside doesn’t sell
this type of charging port.

He had expected to be back that afternoon, so he didn’t think to say goodbye
to the family.

When he used to stay at the store at night, no one would think of him if he
didn’t come home for days, and Haoden Ye had gotten used to back ignoring
it.

“I’m sorry Mom and Dad, I went to look down a herb plantation and forgot to
tell you guys!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.



“Even so, you should tell the family!”Robert Shen snorted, his face still not
looking good: “If you think you’re doing well and this family can’t tolerate you,
you have to let us know, too!”

Haoden Ye quickly apologized, Robert Shen did not pay any attention to him,
Milda Hao very concerned asked a few questions.

“Maya’s back!”What Haoden Ye wanted to see most in his heart was still Maya
Shen.

The relationship between the two people is now a honeyed, watery blend,
such a time a day without seeing each other, Haoden Ye really misses.

After saying a few words to Milda Hao, Haoden Ye hurried back to the room,
but found that Maya Shen was not there.

Usually at this time, she’s already back to rest, so why not today?

Haoden Ye wondered in his heart, and called Maya Shen, but there was no
answer, Haoden Ye guessed that she might be working overtime.

After taking a shower, Haoden Ye planned to sleep, when his phone rang,
picking it up to see that it was Maya Shen’s call.

Mouth full of a happy smile, Haoden Ye An rested the answer key.

“Hey!Are you Maya Shen’s husband?”It was a man? on the other end of the
phone, with a very vicious voice.

“I am…who are you?Where’s Maya?”Haoden Ye’s heart sank at the sound of
it, and his tone was tense.



“Hey, your wife is in our hands now, so don’t call the police if you know what’s
good for you, you need to come here now to the abandoned building on
Victory Street, you have one hour!”The man’s voice on the other end of the
phone was indifferent.

“How’s Maya?What have you done to her, I want to hear her talk!”Haoden Ye
tried to restrain the panic in his heart and spoke furiously.

“Hey, guess what we did to her?All I can tell you is that she’s still alive and our
brother is having a blast, so if you’re late, it’s hard to guarantee it!”The caller
hung up immediately after he finished.

Haoden Ye’s heart was like an ice cellar, countless scenes of Maya Shen’s
back bullying surfaced in his mind, thinking of that pure and beautiful girl being
insulted at this time, his eyes were red!

Opening the door, Haoden Ye hurriedly walked out.

“And where are you going in the middle of the night!”Robert Shen saw
Haoden Ye’s panicked appearance and pulled him down angrily, “Do you still
have any adult family members, what are you doing out in the middle of the
night!”

“Dad, I’m in a real hurry right now!”Haoden Ye didn’t dare to say anything to
Robert Shen about Maya Shen, afraid that if he was afraid to call the police,
but the other party said that they weren’t allowed to let him call the police.

“Haoden Ye!Don’t go too far, our Shen family has rules, what are you doing
out in the middle of the night?”Robert Shen was also angry, Haoden Ye spoke
to him in a tone that was clearly angry, and he dared to speak to himself in
such a tone.



“Dad!Can you understand me for a moment, it’s really important!”Haoden Ye
didn’t want to waste time and forcefully broke free of Robert Shen’s arm and
raced outside.

Robert Shen’s face turned red with anger and pointed at Haoden Ye’s back,
“Haoden Ye, you’re great!I can’t control you now, so don’t enter our Shen
family from now on!”

Haoden Ye hurried along and finally arrived at Victory Street.

Victory Street is located in the outskirts of Dan City, which used to be a small
village, but the newly built highway exit passes through here, so the villagers
built a road on their own and started small business here.

Because it’s far from the city, it’s very poorly urbanized, yet it’s close to a
highway junction, where there’s a lot of traffic, hotels of all kinds, and a lot of
roadside snacks.

However, it’s not exactly a serious business district either, most of the hotels
are family run by ordinary people who may not even have a license, not to
mention the roadside snacks who set up a stall to sell.

There are also many small hair salons down the street, running businesses
that many men know how to run.

And that rotten building was also the original plan to build a community when
someone found a business opportunity here, but then because of conflicts
between local villagers and developers, the project stopped.

Chapter 246
Now the building is vacant and the nearby villagers are throwing garbage in it
and people are urinating and defecating in it, so it’s filthy.



The cab was parked in front of the abandoned construction site, and Haoden
Ye entered in a heartbeat.

Underneath a building, Maya Shen was sitting in a chair, speaking laboriously
to a young man.

“Mr. Lee, you are also a family man, you should know the cost of breaking the
law, you are now guilty of kidnapping, don’t make the same mistake again!”

Across from her was a young man in flowing clothes, twenty-five or twenty-six,
with a dragon tattooed on his arm.

This man was a famous punk in the neighborhood, named Li Long, and after
the snack street flourished, this became his territory.

“I said Shen, don’t talk to us about this, do you city folk think I don’t
understand those tricks?I’ve made a deal. This land belongs to my village.
There’s no way you can take it away.You’ll have to sign this contract today, or
not!”

Li Long looked unconcerned, took a knife and peeled a dragon fruit and ate it,
tasting the delicious juice as he said, “Your man will be here later, and if you
really don’t sign the contract, we’ll have to do something about your man!”

A touch of nervousness appeared on Maya Shen’s pretty face, and her face
paled slightly.

Speaking of this matter she is also innocent, some time ago someone asked
him to sell a piece of land at a low price, Maya Shen personally came over to
inspect, and found that although the location is not prosperous, it is not bad.

And there’s a rotten piece of property here itself, so you can save a bunch of
money by re-modifying it.



Because the employer was anxious to sell the land, Maya Shen boldly applied
for 100 million to buy the land from the company after checking that the
procedures were fine.

According to the current market conditions, this piece of land to resell a net
profit of three hundred and fifty million is not a problem.

But when she bought the land she realized she was in big trouble!

It turns out that the site is adjacent to a highway exit, and there would have
been a special road for cars coming down the highway leading directly to the
city’s main road.

However, people from nearby villages built a wider road privately to make
money, which led to the prosperity of Victory Street by directing traffic to it.

And the privately built road runs right across the land they bought, so if any
more development is done on the land, the road is bound to be blocked.

When the village gates heard about this, they immediately started coming in
droves to make trouble, and Maya Shen came over to deal with it, but was
detained by a gang of punks.

“Mr. Li, we are not unreasonable people, many people count on Victory Street
to eat our company is also clear, you can rest assured that we will be
responsible for the construction of new roads,” Maya Shen looked sincere.

“Huh?You think I trust you city people?This land must be returned to our
village, but our village will also pay you, we have raised ten million dollars to
give you more no more!”Leron showed a very righteous look.

Just at this moment, the footsteps approached and Haoden Ye walked over.



Haoden Ye’s heart was about to catch fire at this point, and he ran over when
he heard Maya Shen speak.

It was a relief to see Maya Shen just sitting on the chair from afar, seemingly
not violated in any way, and looking scared but not panicked.

The two of them looked at each other across the sky, Maya Shen’s eyes were
filled with guilt and concern, hurriedly making eyes for Haoden Ye to hurry
away, Haoden Ye of course saw her meaning, just smiled gently at her, and
cast his eyes to the others.

After carefully observing the number of the other party, there were less than
ten, and they looked sleazy, so they should just be ordinary punks!

“Who are you guys to know that kidnapping is illegal?”Through the distance,
Haoden Ye shouted to Li Long’s group.

At this time the anger that he was holding strong in his heart, Maya Shen is
his backbone, no one can move.

“Ouch!Here comes another one that will law with us!”

Li Long stood up carelessly, in his eyes, the diminutive Haoden Ye couldn’t
hold up to his fist: “I just kidnapped, you have the guts to call the police!”

Saying that, he pulled out a dagger and stroked up and down twice in front of
Maya Shen’s pretty face, looking at Haoden Ye with a sneer.

With Haoden Ye’s usual observation, he could naturally see that this Li Long,
although a bit fierce, might not really dare to do anything to Maya Shen, but at
this point, he was already starting to panic, not daring to take any risks.

“You want money, don’t you?I’ll give you as much as you want, and you can
let her go first!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.



“Hey, that’s a good boy!”Li Long smiled proudly and stepped over to Haoden
Ye as he said, “My conditions are also very simple, let your wife sign the land
transfer contract, otherwise, I’ll have my few brothers serve you!”

After saying that he lightly waved his hand and immediately two punks walked
up to Haoden Ye with sticks and swung them around to hit him on the legs
without saying a word.

These thugs may not be great at fighting, but they are all experts, and a single
stick may not hurt as much, but the pain is enough to make one eat a pot.

Seeing them attacking Haoden Ye, Maya Shen panicked and said in fear,
“Don’t hit him, this matter has nothing to do with him!”

Leron had a grim smile on his face and a glow in his eyes that showed a
fervent desire for violence.

The other punks also smiled gleefully, just waiting for Haoden Ye to scream in
pain under their fists and feet.

Bang!The stick collided with Haoden Ye’s leg with a muffled sound, then the
stick suddenly popped open.

Both punks’ grips on their sticks loosened so suddenly that the sticks flew out
across the room!

“Ah!”The scream sounded, but it wasn’t from Haoden Ye, but from the little
punk.

Seeing this scene, everyone was dumbfounded, and one by one, the punks
waiting to hear Haoden Ye scream for mercy were also dumbfounded.

The situation wasn’t right, his two brothers were holding hands and looking
like they were in pain, but Haoden Ye was standing good as nothing.



Of course Haoden Ye felt the pain, but it wasn’t serious, he himself knew
medical arts and understood the structure of the human body very well, when
the gangsters hit him, he instinctively tensed the muscles in the vital places.

He also had a much better physique than the average person, with muscle
hardness comparable to some martial arts experts.

“Boy, have some skill, and give me a good fight to the death!”Li Long felt very
ashamed, and his own men were too useless.

There were now several more people carrying sticks coming towards Haoden
Ye, and they were all carrying clear iron rods in their hands.

“Haoden Ye, hurry up and leave, they don’t dare to do anything to me!”When
Maya Shen saw the latte rod, she was so frightened that she couldn’t help but
open her mouth and shout.

As soon as she opened her mouth, Li Long became aware and aimed his
dagger at Maya Shen’s heart, “If you scream again, I’ll slice your face!”

He’s a punk in the end, and being fierce makes it hard to tell if he’s really
angry or not.

Chapter 247
“Mr. Lee, please let my husband go, he had nothing to do with this!”Maya
Shen’s eyes were filled with tears and she kept begging.

“You rich people just talk the talk, why didn’t you sign the contract if you cared
so much about him?In the end, you still can’t spare the money, so don’t blame
me!”Li Long’s eyes flashed with a scowl.

“That’s the company’s money, not mine!”Maya Shen bit her lips.



How could she bear to see Haoden Ye take a beating?However, that’s 100
million ah, are the company’s money, if the damage caused, Holander’s group
will definitely have to divest, there is no telling how many people in the
company will lose their jobs, and possibly even bankrupt the company.

She can’t do that!

In sight, a few people had arrived in front of Haoden Ye with sticks, Maya
Shen’s tears blurred her eyes and shouted desperately, “Haoden Ye, you
should leave, this matter is my business, it has nothing to do with you!”

Smiling, Haoden Ye remained still, sweeping his gaze over the weeping Maya
Shen, concerned, “How has nothing to do with me, you’re my woman, your
business is my business!”

“Ouch, and a great lover too!I’m so touched I’m going to cry!”Li Long looked
up to the sky and hit the road: “Kid, today I’ll do you a favor and remove one
of his legs for me!”

It was just a fake fight to make Haoden Ye hurt for a while, but now it was
considered a real fight.

If this stick went down, Haoden Ye would at least have a concussion.

“You’re looking for death if you mess with us, Brother Lee!”

“When you get to Victory Street, it’s all about Brother Li, and if you dare come
to cause trouble on Brother Li’s head, you’re looking for death!”

When Haoden Ye saw this situation, he became anxious.

He didn’t dare to fight back, afraid that if he angered Li Long, he would do
something else, and if he didn’t fight back, he would basically be unconscious
from this stick.



“I’d better ask the gold carp for a favor!”Haoden Ye looked within his dantian
and began to make a wish to the golden carp.

Before he left for the country, he had two oranges, one purple and one blue.

After returning from the countryside, hesitate he did so much good, he had
two extra orange bubbles in his hand.

“Let me be immune to the other side’s attacks!”Haoden Ye began to make a
wish.

A question popped into my head, as if my subconscious was asking itself
questions.

“Immunity to all physical damage or to some degree, immunity to physical
damage, immunity to time…” a lot of questions arise about their wishes.

In time, Haoden Ye quickly said to himself, “Immune to all physical damage,
time is five minutes…”

With his wish, a blue bubble disappears!

Having just finished wishing, the stick had landed on Haoden Ye’s head.

Bam, the sound of metal hitting came, and the punk holding the stick suddenly
screamed, “Oh my mother, that hurts me!”

The few punks around him looked over subconsciously and saw that the
punk’s stick was off and he was retreating in pain.

Li Long and Maya Shen who were watching here were also dumbfounded, but
they actually saw the stick land on top of Haoden Ye’s head!



“What the hell!”Li Long rubbed his eyes hard, a bit unable to believe what he
saw, his own men hit Haoden Ye’s head with a stick, but Haoden Ye didn’t
have a hand, and his own men backed away instead.

“Did your husband practice jingle bells?”Li Long asked Maya Shen with wide
eyes.

It’s kind of a funny scene, a kidnapper asking a hostage such questions.

Maya Shen, also in surprise, subconsciously shook her head and said, “As far
as I know… no!”Yet as soon as the words left her mouth, she regretted them!

“Together!”Li Long couldn’t sit still either, carrying a stick and walking towards
Haoden Ye.

The other punks also regrouped and attacked Haoden Ye together.

Bang, bang, bang, constant sounds rang out, and the stick landed on Haoden
Ye as if it landed on top of a hard stone.

Visible to the naked eye, the stick smashed a slight red mark on Haoden Ye’s
skin, but other than that, there was nothing.

Haoden Ye only felt a slight impact, the pain was not felt at all, very leisurely
watching them hit themselves.

But the distant Maya Shen didn’t know what was happening, seeing Haoden
Ye being beaten, her heart ached like needles, and her mouth kept shouting
Haoden Ye’s name: “Haoden Ye!Haoden Ye!”

Soon, a few punks were exhausted, and Li Long took two steps back,
breathing heavily and looking at Haoden Ye.



Seeing this, Haoden Ye also knew that the time was almost right, when there
weren’t many people beside Maya Shen at all, it was the right time for him to
make a move.

With no time to think, Haoden Ye’s figure flickered and headed straight for
Maya Shen, seeing this, Li Long was shocked and quickly shouted, “Stop
him!”

But it was too late, Haoden Ye’s speed was too fast, these punks usually don’t
exercise much, and with the strenuous exercise, they couldn’t catch up with
Haoden Ye.

In a flash, Haoden Ye arrived in front of Maya Shen and hurriedly untied the
ropes for her.

“You’re okay!”The two men spoke in unison and looked at each other with
concern in their eyes at the same time.

“How are you doing now, are you badly hurt?”Maya Shen whimpered and
cried, hurriedly checking Haoden Ye’s wounds.

However, after searching for half a day on Haoden Ye’s body, there wasn’t
even a single bruise, and Maya Shen couldn’t help but stare.

With Maya Shen safe, Haoden Ye slowly turned around and gazed at Li Long
and the others, his eyes flashing with a fierce coldness!

His backbone was Maya, and Li Long and the others dared to kidnap Maya.

Feeling the terrifying aura emanating from Haoden Ye, Li Long’s face
gradually paled.

“What… what are you doing!Warsaw is a place that talks about law, I plead
guilty to kidnapping your girlfriend, so don’t do anything stupid!”For some



reason, he had a feeling of fearing Haoden Ye, even though he was
outnumbered.

“If you were just threatening me, I wouldn’t be angry, but you shouldn’t touch
my woman!”Haoden Ye’s eyes slowly narrowed.

“Haoden Ye, don’t be impulsive, they didn’t do anything to me!”Maya Shen
quickly explained.

“Come if you dare, who’s afraid!”Li Long was pale and obviously terrified, yet
he still pretended to be calm.

Ignoring the two men’s words, Haoden Ye slowly walked over to Li Long.

At this time, a noisy sound suddenly rang out at the entrance of the
construction site, and Haoden Ye looked up to see a number of people
gathered at the entrance.

In a shock, Haoden Ye frowned, he didn’t expect Li Long to call so many
people.

However, upon closer inspection, these people were not punks, but villagers
from this neighborhood.

“What are you doing, by what right are you beating our village!”

“Get out of our village, you are not welcome here!”

Chapter 248
The angry voices of the villagers rang out while Leron and the others ran in
front of them.



With a slight frown, Haoden Ye looked at Maya Shen.

Helplessly, Maya Shen told Haoden Ye what happened and sighed, “Now we
can only let the police deal with it, without the help of the police, it’s impossible
for these villagers to give us the land!”

When he had just arrived, Haoden Ye was full of anger, yet now he couldn’t
help but feel hesitant.

According to Maya Shen, if she took the land by force, many people in this
village would be left without a livelihood.

“If the villagers are counting on this land to live on, why can’t your company
give it up?”Haoden Ye was confused.

“Are you crazy?”Maya Shen stared at him fiercely and said with no good
feelings, “Our company has invested 100 million in this land, the land is not
wanted, who will give us this money?Do you see these villagers as people
who can afford to pay so much?”

Haoden Ye frowned, 100 million was also a lot of money for him, that 1 billion
Haoden Ye hadn’t taken as his own, and now he felt sorry for the Holander’s
Group for letting him spend 100 million for nothing for these people.

Without saying much, Haoden Ye walked over to the villagers.

Seeing him approaching, the villagers very consciously blocked Li Long and
the others.

“Do you know, folks, that you are now breaking the law?The land has already
been bought by someone else!”Haoden Ye stepped forward to persuade.

“Huh?Did you buy our village’s land with our consent?”



“Who knows if it’s you guys who are jealous of our business here and want to
take it away?”

“What kind of conscience do these rich people have, what’s the point of
reasoning with him, the law doesn’t condemn us, the police wouldn’t dare to
arrest us even if we killed two of them today!”

The villagers immediately argued, and Haoden Ye laughed bitterly as he
listened.

It’s really not easy to solve this kind of thing, either you’re sorry to the Hongs
or you’re sorry to these villagers.

“Folks, we can talk about this, and I can talk to my wife and see if we can
come up with a compromise!”Haoden Ye quickly persuaded the villagers.

As soon as he finished speaking, his arm was pulled and he turned his head
but saw Maya Shen looking at him with an anxious face: “What are you talking
nonsense!It’s a hundred million dollar business, where’s the negotiating?”

“Well, you’re not sincere at first glance!”

“Don’t let them go, the contract must be signed today!”

The villagers were in a bearish mood, Maya Shen saw the situation and her
pretty face showed a touch of anger, “This is a legal society, what you are
doing is illegal!”

A bitter smile flashed across the corners of his mouth, and Haoden Ye shook
his head helplessly.

Maya Shen went to work right after graduating from college, and she shouldn’t
have dealt with these countryside places.



These people are capable of anything if the Victory Street, on which these
people depend for their survival, is in poor business.

“Huh?What do we care if you won’t let us live!Call the police if you have the
guts, we’ll have to theorize even if the police come!”One villager was angry.

Maya Shen was completely at a loss as to what to say, and a bitter smile
appeared at the corner of her mouth.

She finally understands why this land is so cheap, and how dare you do
development here when you paid for it?

Seeing that the situation had developed to this point, Haoden Ye knew that if
he didn’t give the villagers some credible promises, the villagers wouldn’t
believe him.

“Dear folks, my name is Haoden Ye, I am the husband of this Shen, I promise
you that I will discuss the development of this land with you, if you violate the
agreement, you can feel free to come to my trouble, my pharmacy is on
Phoenix Street, you don’t have to be afraid of me running away!”

Maya Shen heard the pretty face slightly white, she can’t give up this piece of
land, Haoden Ye promised like this, isn’t this pushing her into a difficult
situation?

“Haoden Ye, if you don’t understand, don’t talk nonsense!”Maya Shen stared
fiercely at Haoden Ye.

“Well, why should we believe you!”Some villagers have also raised
grievances.

Haoden Ye thought about it and suddenly pulled out his cell phone, “I’ll contact
the president of Shen Head Office right away and get him to give you a
promise, okay?”



Hearing this, the villagers looked at me, I looked at you, and hesitated.

Maya Shen’s pretty face, however, showed anger and scolded Haoden Ye,
“Haoden Ye, don’t mess around, do you know how much money this is?I have
no face to work in the company if I embarrass our Li!”

At this point, her eyes turned red as she said, “It’s all my fault for not
examining the matter properly!”

Although his heart ached for Maya Shen, Haoden Ye didn’t dare to hesitate
and dialed General Manager Li’s phone in front of the villagers.

“Hey, Mr. Yeh, what can I do for you?”Li Ming Sheng was laughing on the
other end of the phone.

“Mr. Li, Maya and I are now on that road on Victory Street, there is a bit of a
problem with this project, see if you can make a promise to the villagers, our
development and the villagers are negotiating!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

“Don’t you dare talk nonsense!”Maya Shen saw that Haoden Ye really
contacted General Manager Li, when he was angry with his pretty face, he
said angrily, “This matter is all my fault, I can’t let the company take the blame,
General Manager Li, I will solve it properly!”

On the other end of the phone, Mr. Li was also quite surprised to hear about
this side of the situation.

He had warned Maya Shen when she bought this land, but it was a pity that
the girl was too career-minded, too quick to do things and didn’t examine it
clearly.

It was reasonable to say that after something like this, Maya Shen’s job would
definitely be lost, and even if it was properly resolved, the company would
give her a harsh punishment.



But this company was originally Haoden Ye’s, and the loss was not his own
money.

“I know what’s going on over there, you give the phone to the villagers!”Li
said, and only after Haoden Ye said that the phone had been given to the
villagers did this begin to make his promise.

Hearing Head Li’s words, Maya Shen’s pretty face turned slightly white.

She was so young to sit in the vice president position, there would have been
a lot of people in the company to gossip, now well, she made the company
lose so much money, she is certainly no face to stay in the company, and her
hard work for today is all in vain.

Glancing over at Haoden Ye, Maya Shen’s gaze flashed with anger.

“Haoden Ye!You’re just too much, I told you I could work this out, why are you
messing with me!”Maya Shen’s face was white, and her eyes were even
colder and more frightening.

Seeing her like this, Haoden Ye also smiled bitterly in his heart, he wanted to
tell Maya Shen about the company, but thinking carefully, if he told her now,
would Maya Shen be happier or sadder?

Soon Li had finished speaking to the villagers, and it seemed that his promise
was very strong, and the villagers were not as excited as they had been.

Chapter 249
On the way home, Maya Shen kept her face cold, and Haoden Ye wanted to
talk to her, but didn’t know how.

The two of them were silent the whole time, until they reached home, Robert
Shen and the others hadn’t rested yet, and when they saw the two people



coming, Robert Shen immediately stood up and said, “What have you been
doing, coming back so late!”

“Dad, will you stop fighting, I’m so upset!”Maya Shen, who had been very
much in awe of her father, actually got angry and walked to her room after
saying that.

Robert Shen was dumbfounded, wanting to get angry but holding it back, and
instead muttered, “How do you talk to Dad!”

What can he say when his daughter is older?

Haoden Ye originally thought that Robert Shen was going to be angry with
himself, and seeing that he was just dazed and ignoring himself at all, he had
to run to his room.

All night, Maya Shen didn’t have a single word to say, and there was an icy
coldness all over her body that made Haoden Ye feel deeply uneasy.

Late at night, Haoden Ye was awakened by a sobbing sound, and when he
opened his eyes, he saw Maya Shen’s shoulders shrugging under the
moonlight.

“Maya… I… “Haoden Ye wanted to comfort, but didn’t know how to say it.

Seemingly stimulated by his voice, Maya Shen suddenly cried out.

“Haoden Ye, do you know how long I’ve worked hard to get to today?Do you
know how much money I lost to the company today?One hundred million!One
hundred million!”

Maya Shen had never cried so sadly, Haoden Ye had grown up with her, this
girl had always been strong, never so desperate.



“Don’t worry, your company won’t blame you!”Haoden Ye hurriedly consoled.

“Does that help?Are you the head of the company?”Maya Shen raised her
head and looked at him with angry eyes, suddenly sighed quietly, “Haoden Ye,
let’s go get a divorce tomorrow!”

Haoden Ye was shaken, and his entire body went cold.

“Don’t feel bad, I’m not just saying that because I’m mad at you, I want this
money back to the company!That means I’m going to be $100 million in debt,
and I don’t want to get you involved!”

Maya Shen bit her lips and spoke sadly, “Don’t even try to persuade me not to
take responsibility for this, it’s my fault that I’m responsible for causing the
company to suffer so much damage!”

Haoden Ye’s body regained some warmth at this point, and smiled bitterly in
his heart, “So Maya is afraid of getting me into trouble, and not because she’s
dead to me!”

“If I told you that the money lost wasn’t the company’s, but yours, you wouldn’t
divorce me!”Haoden Ye swallowed his saliva, the truth was already coming
out.

Hearing his words, Maya Shen suddenly giggled with a miserable voice,
“You’re so bad at comforting people, how could I have so much
money!Tomorrow I’ll go to the office and explain what I want, and then…we’ll
get a divorce!”

Without saying anything more, Haoden Ye clenched his fists under the covers,
and after Maya Shen fell asleep, Haoden Ye left the room and dialed Li’s
phone number.



The next day, Maya Shen woke up very early, her face was pale and she
looked distressingly pale.

Still without a word, Maya Shen went to the office without eating dinner.

Just after arriving at the office, Maya Shen was called by Mr. Li.

To Maya Shen’s surprise, Mr. Li didn’t say anything about the incident
yesterday, but instead told Maya Shen that an important guest was coming
today.

Coming out of Li’s office, Maya Shen felt that her colleagues were all looking
at her with strange eyes, some gloating, some feeling pity, and some with
comfort in their eyes.

Filled with doubts, Maya Shen headed to her office, and just reached the
corner of the office, she heard two colleagues talking to each other.

“Did Lee talk to you, too?”The speaker was Chang from the finance
department.

“Yeah, this is such a big deal, I guess the Hongs have heard about it!”The
other is Xiao Xu, a veteran employee of the business department.

“Also, a whole hundred million lost to the company ah, this time Shen will
definitely not be able to stay in the company!”Little Chang sighed, his voice
tinged with regret.

“Yes, it’s a pity that Shen has worked so hard for the company, the mall is like
a battlefield, that’s really true!”Xiao Xu also followed with regret.

Hearing their words, Maya Shen’s heart warmed, although there were many
people in the company who had preconceived notions about her, but after the



last incident with CEO Xu, the people in the company had somewhat respect
for her.

“Is it Hung’s this time?”After the two of them had felt sorry for a while, Xiao Xu
suddenly said.

Hearing this, Maya Shen’s heart lifted violently.

Li only said that an important guest was coming, but he didn’t say exactly who
was coming, but the matter was so big that Holander’s group would definitely
have to send someone over.

“I heard that the person who came is that mysterious shareholder of our
company!”Little Chang lowered his voice.

“What mystery shareholder, I know all those shareholders of our company, the
biggest shareholder is Holander’s, what other mystery shareholder is
there?”Xiao Xu was curious.

The company’s largest shareholder is the Holander’s Group, and the one who
has been contacting her in business for so long is also from the Holander’s
Group, so how come there are others?

“Hehe, you’re not sure about this, this used to be a secret, our business
department’s head Xu doesn’t even know about it!It was still our business
department Zhao Feiya who hooked up with the former Holander’s Group’s
General Manager Long who found out about it!”Xiao Zhang’s voice became
more and more mysterious.

The color of surprise on Maya Shen’s pretty face intensified, she didn’t even
know that the company had a mysterious shareholder!

“In fact, the Hongs are only helping this mysterious shareholder manage the
money, he’s not from the Hongs per se, and this person is low-key, none of



our company’s other shareholders have seen him except for Mr. Li!”Little
Chang whispered.

“Ah!I can’t believe there’s such a thing!”Xiao Xu looked sobbing, whirled
around and thought of something, his voice with a charm, “Have you ever
asked around, is he a man or a woman, does he have a girlfriend?”

“Huh?Don’t be paranoid, I did hear he was young, but married!”

Xiao Zhang trailed off, “According to the current development speed of our
company, I’m afraid he’s worth more than 1.2 billion just in our company, so
rich, it’s strange that people would fancy you!”

“So what if I’m married!The man that doesn’t cheat, I just need to sleep with
him, the company will be smooth sailing from now on!”

Xiao Xu laughed and whirled around, frowning, “Oh my, is he personally
coming this time to resign Shen?”

“That’s not necessarily true, in case if he’s interested in Shen, maybe Shen
won’t leave, it’s just a pity that Shen is also married and her husband isn’t as
rich as the others!”Little Chang looked sobbing.

For the entire morning, Maya Shen was distracted, the words of Xiao Xu and
Xiao Zhang always echoing in her mind.

“I see, there’s another shareholder in the company!”

Laughing to herself, Maya Shen sighed quietly, “I’m ridiculous, as the vice
president of the company, I don’t even know about this kind of thing!”

Considering how much that man is worth at a young age, how could he care
about a small staff?She just sighed a little in her heart, it looked like she
wouldn’t be able to stay in the company.



“If only Haoden Ye was this young and promising!”Maya Shen thought of
Haoden Ye and couldn’t help but gently bite her lips, thinking of Haoden Ye’s
actions last night, she couldn’t help but feel a surge of anger in her heart.

How can you ever become a genius if you’re always so impulsive?


